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The complement of a 4-regular graph of even order has a l-factorization. 
1. Introduction 
In [6], Rosa and WaUis discussed the problem of drawing up schedules of round 
robin tournaments. If such a tournament is drawn up one round at a time, then 
there is likely to come a point where no further round can be drawn. Nonetheless, 
they showed that if 3 rounds are selected and there are at least 8 players, then further 
rounds can always be arranged to complete the schedule. 
This problem is best discussed in terms of graph theory. In standard graph theory 
terminology (see, for example, [1]), Rosa and Wallis showed that, for n_>4, if 3 
edge-disjoint 1-factors of K2, have been chosen, then the remaining edges can be 
divided into 2n-  4 edge-disjoint 1-factors. In other words, the graph remaining has 
a 1-factorization. This problem was discussed further by us in [2], where we showed 
that if a regular graph G of even order and degree d(G) satisfies d(G)> 61V(G)l, 
then G has a 1-factorization. 
In that paper we stated the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. A regular graph of order 2n and degree d(G) satisfying 
1 
has a 1-factorization. 
* This paper was written whilst the first author was a Research Student at the Open University, Milton 
Keynes, U.K., and the second author was a Research Fellow there. 
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Fig 1. 
Clearly, if G has order 2n, then either G or t~ (the complement of G) satisfy the 
conditions of Conjecture 1. Therefore Conjecture 1 implies the following con- 
jecture. 
Conjecture 2. I f  G is a regular graph of  even order, 
1-factorization. 
In this paper we prove the following: 
then either G or ~ has a 
Theorem 1. I f  G is a regular graph of  even order and degree d(G) satisfying 
0_<d(G)<4, then ~ has a 1-factorization unless I V(G)I =6 and G=K3, 3. 
In particular, this shows that if 4 rounds of a round robin tournament are chosen, 
then the schedule can always be completed. As a corollary to Theorem 1, we have: 
Theorem 2. I f  G is a regular graph of  even order and degree d(G) satisfying 
0_<d(G)_<4, then either G or G is Class 1. 
Given two graphs G,H on disjoint vertex sets, let G+H denote the graph con- 
sisting of the two disjoint subgraphs G and H. Let P denote the Petersen graph. We 
have also obtained the following result. 
Theorem 3. A regular graph G of even order <_ 10 is Class 2 if  and only i f  it is one 
of" C3 + C3, C5+C 3, C7+ C3, C5+C 5, K5+K 5, P, or one of  the graphs of  Fig. 1. 
2. Terminology and iemmas 
The graphs we shall consider will be simple, that is, they will have no loops or 
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multiple edges. An edge-colouring of a graph G is a map @ : E(G)--, 4, where 4 is 
a set of colours and E(G) is the set of edges of G, such that no two incident edges 
receive the same colour. The chromatic index x'(G) of G is the least value of 141 
for which an edge-colouring exists. Vizing's theorem [7] states that 
A(G) <_ x'(G) ~A(G) + 1. 
Graphs for which A(G)=z'(G) are said to be Class 1, and otherwise they are Class 
2. Thus to say that a regular graph has a l-factorization is equivalent to saying that 
it is Class 1. For information on edge-colouring graphs, see the book by Fiorini and 
Wilson [5]. 
An edge e (vertex o) in a grah G is critical if x ' (G)>x ' (G\e)  [or 
x'(G)>x'(G \ o), respectively]. G is critical if G is Class 2 and each edge of G is 
critical. 
For o e V(G), let d*(o) be the number of vertices of maximum degree to which 
o is adjacent (o itself is not included). 
An accessible proof of the first lemma, Vizing's adjacency lemma [7], may be 
found in [5]. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a critical graph. Let u, w ~ V(G) and let u be adjacent to w. Then 
d*(w)>-IA2(G)-d(u)+l ififd(u)<A(G)'d(u) =A(G). 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 1 is: 
Lemma 2. Let G be a critical graph. Then each vertex is adjacent o at least two 
vertices of maximum degree (i.e., d*(o)>_2 (Vo_> V(G))). 
The next lemma follows by an easy adaptation of Vizing's argument [7] (see also 
[2]). 
Lemma 3. I f  G has at most 2 vertices of  maximum degree, then G is Class 1. 
The next lemma is proved in [2]. 
Lemma 4. Let G have 3 vertices of  maximum degree A(G)_>2. Then G is Class 2 
i f  and only if, for some n, G is obtained from K2n +l by removing n -  1 indepen- 
dent edges. 
The next result is due to Vizing [7], but see also [2]. 
][,emma 5. I f  G is a Class 2 graph, then G contains a critical subgraph of  the same 
maximum degree. 
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Proofs of the next three lemmas may be found in [2]. 
Lemma 6. For a graph (3, let eeE(G)  and we V(G), and let e and w be incident. 
Let d*(w)_< 1. Then 
A(G \ e)=A(G) = x'(G \ e)=x'(G),  
and 
A(G \ w)=A(G) = x'(G \ w)=x'(G). 
Lemma 7. Let G be a critical graph. If G has r vertices of degree A(G), then 
#(G)>_A(G) - r+ 2. 
Lemma 8. Let n>_ I. Let G be a regular graph of order 2n, G:/:K2n. Let we  V(G). 
Then G is Class I if and only if G \ w is Class I. 
The next lemma is an extension due to Berge [I] of a well-known theorem of 
Chv~ital [3]. 
Lemma 9. Let G be a simple graph of order n with degrees dl <- d2 <""  <- dn. Let q 
be an integer, 0 <_ q <_ n - 3. If, for every k with q < k < ½(n + q), the following con- 
dition holds: 
dk_q<_k ~ dn_k >_n- k + q 
then, for  each set F of  independent edges with IF I = q, there exists a Hamiltonian 
circuit containing F. 
A special case of Lemma 9 which we shall make much use of is the following 
result of Dirac [4]. 
Lemma 10. Let G be a simple graph. I f  
~(G)>½IV(G)I, 
then O has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
The next lemma is proved in [2]. Let P* be the graph obtained from the Petersen 
graph by deleting one vertex. 
Lemma 11. With the exception of  P*  all critical graphs G o f  order <_ 10 satisfy the 
equation 
IE(G)I =L½1v(G)IJ .A(G)+ 1. 
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3. Proofs 
We first consider Theorem 3, as it is used in the proof of the other two theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We obtained a list of all regular graphs of even order at most 
10, and then we used an edge-colouring program to edge-colour each of these 
graphs. We found that the only Class 2 regular graphs of even order at most 10 were 
those listed in the theorem. This proves Theorem 3. 
We should remark here that is possible to prove Theorem 3 without much diffi- 
culty using Lemmas 5 and 11. 
It can be seen from Theorem 3 that, for regular graphs G of even order at most 
10, either G or t~ is Class 1. Thus Theorem 2 is true when I I/(G)I -< 10. 
Theorem 1 is clearly true for graphs of orders 2 or 4 as there are no Class 2 regular 
graphs of these orders. There is exactly one Class 2 regular graph of order 6, and 
this gives rise to the exceptional case mentioned in Theorem 1. For orders 8 and 10, 
the complements of all Class 2 regular graphs have degrees at least 5. Therefore 
Theorem 1 is true for graphs of these orders. It follows therefore that Theorem 1 
is true when IV(G)I _< 10. 
From now on we shall assume that IV(G)[_ > 12. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let [V(G)[ =2n. Then, by the remark just above, we may 
assume that n >__ 6. 
If d(G)=0, then t~=K2n, and so it is well-known that G has a 1-factorization. If 
d(G) = 1, then Theorem 1 again follows from the fact that KEn has a 1-factoriza- 
tion. So we may assume that d(G)>__2, and consider various cases. 
Case 1: d(G)=2. Let we V(G) and consider the graph (~ \ w. This has two vertices 
of maximum degree 2n - 3, and so, by Lemma 3, is Class 1. Therefore, by Lemma 
8, G is Class 1. 
Case 2: d(G) =3. Let we V(G) and consider the graph (~ \ w. Then ]V(t~ \ w)[ = 
2n-  1. t~ \ w is connected since n >__ 6, and t~ \ w has three vertices of maximum 
degree. Therefore by Lemma 4, t~ \ w is Class 1. Therefore, by Lemma 8, t~ is 
Class 1. 
Case 3: d(G) =4. Let we V(G). Then IV(G \ w)l =2n-  1, t~ \ w has four vertices, 
say a, b, c, d, of maximum degree 2n-  5, and the remaining vertices have degree 
A (t~ \ w) -  1 = 2n-  6. By Lemma 8, we need only show that G \ w is Class 1. 
Suppose t~ \ w is Class 2. By Lemma 4, ~ \ w could only contain a critical 
subgraph with the same maximum degree with _ 3 vertices of maximum degree if 
the edge-connectivity of t~ \ w were _<1. However the minimum degree is too high 
for this to be possible. Therefore, in any critical subgraph of t~ \ w with the same 
maximum degree, a,b,c and d have degree A(t~). By Lemma 2, therefore, 
d~\w(O)>_2 for oe{a,b,c,d}. We may assume that  d~(a)<d~(o) for 
oe{a,b,c,d}. 
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We now consider various cases. 
Case 3i: d~\w(a)=2, n>_7. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
ab, aceE(G). Consider the graph (~ \ {a,b,w}. Since n_7 ,  we have 
tS(G \ {a,b, w})>_2n-8 
_ ½(2n - 3) 
=½lV(t~ \ {a,b,w})l. 
Therefore, by Lemma 10, (~ \ {a, b, w} has a Hamiltonian circuit. Therefore t~ \ w 
has a near 1-factor F containing the edge ab, but containing no edge incident with 
some vertex ol (~ d) which is non-adjacent to a. Then (t~ \ w) \ F contains five 
vertices, a, b, c, d, Ol, of maximum degree, and a is non-adjacent to b, d, and ol. 
Since d~o \ w)\F(a) = 1, by Lemma 5, (G \ w) \ F and (G \ w) \ (FOac) have the 
same Class. But (G \ w) \ (Ft3 ac) has only 3 vertices, b, d, 01 , of maximum degree. 
(G\  w)\(FUac) has 2n-1  vertices and minimum degree 2n-7 .  Since n_>6, 
2n-7>_n- 1 = L(2n- l) /2J ,  so (G \ w)\  (FOac) is connected. By Lemma 4, 
(G \ w) \ (FU ac) is Class 1, so, by Lemma 6, (G \ w) \ F is Class 1, and conse- 
quently, (~ \ w is Class 1. 
Case 3ii: d~ \ w(a) = 2, n = 6 and I { d~ \ w(O) = 2 : v{ a, b, c, d })[ = 2. 
In this case, t~ \ {a, b, w} has 9 vertices, the minimum degree is four, the maxi- 
mum degree is six, there is at least one vertex of degree 5 and ~:v~c \ {a,b, w} do(°)= 
44. It follows that if d4 = 4, then d 5 = 5, where d I <--- _< d9 is the degree sequence of 
\ {a, b, w}. Therefore, by Lemma 9, (~ \ {a, b, w} has a Hamiltonian circuit. The 
remaining details are as in Case 3i. 
Case 3iii: d~\ w(a)=2, n=6 and {a,b,c,d}l =4. 
Since 2n-2  and 2n-4_< 10, it follows from Lemma 11 that G \ w contains no 
critical subgraph of degree 2n-5  and of orders 2n-2  or 2n-4 .  Since 
d(G\w)=2n-5 ,  there are no critical subgraphs of degree d((~) and order 
<2n-5 .  Therefore all critical subgraphs of degree A(G) have orders 2n-3  or 
2n-  1. 
However, if t~ \ w has a critical subgraph G* of maximum degree d(t~)= 7 and 
order 9, then, by Lemma 2, V(G*) contains {a,b,c,d}, and, by Lemma 11, 
I E(G*) I = 1 + 4.7 = 29. But any graph with 9 vertices, exactly 4 of which have the 
maximum degree 7; has at most ½(4- 7 + 5.6) = 29 edges. Therefore, if (~ \ w has a 
d(t~)-critical subgraph G* of order 9, then G \ w has a component of order 9. This 
is clearly impossible. Therefore (~ \ w has no critical subgraph of order 9. 
Therefore, if C, \ w is Class 2, it follows that ¢~ \ w contains a critical subgraph 
G* of order 2n - 1 and degree 2n - 5. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, G* has the same 
four vertices of degree d(¢~), namely a, b, c, d. It follows from Lemma 2 that in this 
case {a, b, c, d} induces in G \ w a cycle of length 4. 
By Lemma 7, t~(G*) >_ zi (G*) - 4 + 2 = 5. If ~(G*) = 5, let z be a vertex of minimum 
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degree. By Lemma 2, z is adjacent in G* to at least two of {a, b, c, d}; without loss of 
generality, assume zc e E(G*). Then, by Lemma 1, d~.(c) >_ A (G*) - dc.(z) + 1 = 3, 
a contradiction. Therefore ~(G*)~ 5, so ~(G*)= 6. It follows that G*= t~ \ { w}. 
Let o be a vertex which is joined in G* to one of {a, b, c, d}, say b, and is not join- 
ed to another, say a. Then G* \ {o} has 10 vertices, their degrees are 5, 6 and 7, 
and there are at most four vertices of degree 5. Therefore, if dl - dE--<"" < dl0 is the 
degree sequence of G* \ {o}, then di>_5 (1 <i_<4) and di>_6 for 5_<i< 10. Using 
Lemma 9, it follows that G* \ {o} has a 1-factor which includes the edge ab. 
Therefore G* has a near 1-factor F which includes the edge ab, but includes no edge 
incident with o. Then G* \ F has 5 vertices, a, b, c, d, o, of maximum degree, and 
d~.\F(a)= 1. Then, by Lemma 6, G* \F  and (G* \F )  \ {a} have the same Class. 
(G* \ F) \ {a} has 3 vertices, b, c, o, of maximum degree 6, 5 vertices of minimum 
degree 4, and one vertex of degree 5. (G* \ F) \ {a} must therefore be connected, 
so, by Lemma 4, (G* \F ) \  {a} is Class 1. Working back, it follows that 
G* = t~ \ { w} is Class 1. 
Case 3iv: d~ \ w(a)= 3, n_  9. Let ol and o2 be vertices non-adjacent to a. Consider 
the graph t~ \ {a, b, c, 02, w}. Since n _ 8, we have 
J(G \ {a,b,c, o2, w})_2n-  10 
>_ ½(2n - 5) 
~1V(C~ \ {a,b,e, o2, w})l. 
Therefore, by Lemma 10, G \ {a, b, c, 02, w} has a Hamiltonian circuit. Therefore 
¢~ \ w has a near 1-factor F 1 containing the edge ab and, if co2 ~E(G), the edge co2 
also, but containing no edge incident with ol. 
The graph (G \ w) \ F 1 has five vertices, a, b, c, d, Ol, or maximum degree 2n - 6, 
and the remainder have degree 2n - 7. Now consider the graph (¢~ \ {a, c, w}) \ FI. 
Since n_  8, we have 
~((d \ {a,c, w}) \ F1) _>2n-9 
_> ½(2n - 3) 
__1  - r  I V((G \ {a,c, w}) \ FI)I. 
Therefore, by Lemma 10, (t~\ {a,c,w})\F1 has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
Therefore (G \ w) \ FI has a near 1-factor F 2 containing the edge ac but containing 
no edge incident with 02. 
The graph (t~ \ w) \ (Fl t-JF2) has six vertices a, b, c, d, ol, o2 of maximum degree 
2n-7 ,  but d is the only one of these joined to a. Therefore, by Lemma 6, 
(d \ w) \ (F 113/72) and (G \ w) \ (F 11,3 F 2 O ad) have the same Class. The graph 
(~ \ w)\  (F 1UFEUad) has four vertices b,c, 01, 02 of maximum degree 2n-7  and 
the remainder have degree 2n-8 .  The vertices c and o 2 are not joined. 
If Ol is not joined to c, then, by Lemma 6, the graphs (~ \ w)\  (F1UFEUad) 
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and (G \ {c,w})\ (F1UF2Uad) have the same Class. But the latter graph has 2 
vertices 01, 02 of maximum degree, so, by Lemma 3, it is Class 1. 
Now suppose that Vl is joined to c. Let o3¢.{ol,o2,b,c } be a vertex of 
(G \ w) \ (F 1UF2Uad) not joined in that graph to c. 
Now consider the graph (t~ \ {b, c, w})\  (FI UF2Uad). Since n>_9, we have 
t~((~J \ {b,c, w}) \ (FIUF213ad)) 
>_2n - 10_> ½(2n - 3) 
=½1V(((~ \ {b,c, w}) \ (FIUF2Uad)) I . 
Therefore, by Lemma 10, (G \ {b, c, w}) \ (F 1UF 2 U ad) has a Hamiltonian circuit. 
Therefore (t~ \ w) \ (F113 F2 U ad) has a near 1-factor Fs containing the edge bc but 
containing no edge incident with o3. 
The graph (G\  w)\(FI13F213F3Uad) has five vertices b,C, Ol,O2,O 3of maxi- 
mum degree 2n-8 ,  but Ol is the only one of these joined to c. By Lemma 6, 
(G \ w) \ (Fl UFE13F3Uad) and (G \ w) \ (F1UF2OF3OadtOcol) have the same 
Class. The graph (G \ w)\ (F10F213F3Uad13coO has three vertices b, 02, 03 of 
maximum degree 2n-  8, and the remainder have degree 2n-  9. For n >_ 8, 2n -  9 >_ 
n -  1 = [ (2n-  1)/21, so (~ \ w)\ (Flt.JF213F313adt.Jcol) is connected. By Lemma 
4, (G \ w)\ (F113F2LJF313adUCOl) is Class 1, and so, working back, G \ w is 
Class 1. 
Case 3v: d~ \ w(a) = 3, n = 8. In this case there are 32 edges joining the 11 vertices of 
\ {a, b, c, d, w} to the 4 vertices a, b, c, d. Therefore there is a vertex Ol ~ {a, b, c, d, w} 
joined to at most two of {a,b,c,d}, say b,c. Let o2~{a,b,c,d,w, ol} be non- 
adjacent to a. By the argument of Case 3iv, t~ \ w has a near 1-factor F 1 containing 
the edge ab and, if dOEEE(G), the edge do E also, but containing no edge incident 
with Ol. By an argument similar to that in Case 3iv, (t~ \ w) \F I  has a near 
1-factor F2 containing the edge ad but containing no edge incident with o2. 
The graph (t~ \ w) \ (/71 I.)/72) has six vertices, a, b, c, d, ol, 02, of maximum 
degree, but c is the only one of these joined to a. Therefore, by Lemma 6, 
(t3 \ w) \ (FI LIFE) and (~ \ w) \ (F113F213ac) have the same Class. The graph 
(~ \ w) \ (F113FEOaC) has four vertices, b,d, Ol,O2, of maximum degree, but b is 
the only one of these joined to d. Therefore, by Lemma 6, (G \ w) \ (F 113F2Uac) 
and (d \ w) \ (Fl 13F213 act.} bd) have the same Class. However the latter graph has 
only two vertices of maximum degree, so, by Lemma 3, is Class 1. Working back, 
it follows that G \ w is Class 1, as required. 
Case 3vi: d~\ w(a)= 3, n - 7. If there is a vertex x joined to none of {a, b, c, d} in 
(~ \ w, then, by Lemma 6, t~ \ w and t~ \ {w,x} have the same Class. Now 
~_, \ {w,x} has 12 vertices, eight of them having degree 7, four of them having 
degree 9. By Lemma 9, t~ \ { w, x} has a Hamiltonian circuit containing the edges 
ab and ac. Therefore G \ {w, x} has a pair F 1, F2 of edge-disjoint 1-factors, with F 1 
containing ab and F 2 containing ac. Then (t~ \ {w, x}) \ (F113F2) has four vertices, 
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a, b, c, d, of maximum degree, but d is the only one of them jointed to a. Therefore, 
by Lemma 6, ( t~\ {w,x})\(FiUF2) and ((~\ {w,x})\(FlOF2Oad ) have the 
same Class. But the latter has only two vertices, b, c, of maximum degree, and so 
is Class 1. Therefore, working back, G \ w is Class 1. 
If there is a vertex y joined to exactly one of {a, b, c, d}, say a, then, by Lemma 
6, (t~ \ w) and (~ \ w) \ ay have the same Class. The latter has 3 vertices, b, c, d, of 
maximum degree; it has 13 vertices and has minimum degree 7, and so is connected; 
therefore, by Lemma 4, (~ \ w) \ ay is Class 1. Therefore G \ w is Class 1. 
From now on we suppose that each vertex is joined to at least two of a, b, c, d. As 
in Case 3v, there is a vertex Ol ~ {a,b,c,d, w} joined to at most two of {a,b,c,d}, 
and therefore to exactly two of {a, b, c, d}, say b and c. Also let 02 ~ {a, b, c, d, w, ol } 
be non-adjacent to a. 
Consider the graph t~ \ {a, b, c, d, w}. The number of vertices of G \ {a, b, c, d, w} 
is 9 and the minimum degree is at least 4. Let dl-< d2-<"-d9 be the degree sequence 
of ~ \ {a, b, c, d, w}. A vertex of degree 4 in G \ {a, b, c, d, w} was joined to all four 
of {a, b, c, d}; thus if d3 = 4, then there are at least three vertices of (~ \ {a, b, c, d, w} 
which are joined in t~ \ w to all four of {a, b, c, d}. There are 24 edges in t~ \ w join- 
ing t~ \ {a, b, c, d, w} to {a, b, c, d}, and since each vertex is joined to at least two of 
{a, b, c, d}, if d3 = 4 then it follows that d4_> 6. Let G'= t~ \ {a, b, c, d, w} U 0102. The 
degree sequence of G \ {a, b, c,d, w} is majorized by that of G'. Therefore, by 
Lemma 9, G' contains a Hamiltonian circuit which includes the edge 0102. It 
follows that G \ w contains two edge-disjoint near 1-factors F1 and F2, where F 1 
includes the edges ab and cd but includes no edge incident with 01, and F2 includes 
the edges ad and bc but includes no edge incident with 02. 
The graph (t~ \ w) \ (F 1UF2) has six vertices, a, b, c, d, 01, 02, of maximum 
degree, but d~(a)= 1 and the only one of these that a is joined to is c. By 
Lemma 6, (G \ w} \ (F1UF2) and (G \ (w, a}) \ (F1UF2) have the same Class. 
((~ \ {w,a})\ (FIOF2) has four vertices {b,d, Ol,O2} of maximum degree 7, two 
vertices of degree 6 and six vertices of degree 5. Let G* be a critical subgraph of 
maximum degree 7 of ((~ \ {w,a})\ (F1UF2). Then d~.(d)_<2, so, by Lemma I, if 
x is adjacent in G* to d, then 
dc.(x)>_d(G*)-d~.(d)+ 1_>7-2+ 1=6. 
Therefore d can only be joined in G* to vertices of degree 6 or 7, so do.(d)<_5. 
Therefore dG,(d) #i {6, 7}, so, by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, de  V(G*), and so V(G*) 
has three vertices of maximum degree. But, by Lemma 4, ] V(G*)[ is odd and so, 
again by Lemma 4, d (G*) is even, a contradiction. Therefore (G \ { w, a}) \ (F1 U F2) 
is Class 1, so, working back, t~ \ w is Class 1. 
Case 3vii: d~ \ w(a)= 3, n = 6. By a very similar argument to that of Case 3iii, if 
(~ \ w is Class 2, then it contains a critical subgraph G* of order 2n-  1 and degree 
2n-  5 which contains four vertices {a, b, c,d} of maximum degree. In this case, in 
G* they are all joined to each other. 
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Using Lemma 2, it follows that the possible degree sequences of G \ {a, b, c, d, w} 
are (3,3,4,4,4,4,4) and (2,4,4,4,4,4,4). Let ol,o2~ V(G)\ {a,b,c,d}, let Ol and o2 
both be adjacent o exactly two of {a, b, c, d} and let Ol and o2 be non-adjacent. 
From the possible degree sequences, it is clear that such a pair of vertices does exist. 
We may assume that 02 is adjacent o a and b. 
The graph G \ w has seven vertices of degree 6 and four vertices of degree 7; 
by Lemma 9, there is a Hamiltonian circuit containing the edge ao2. Therefore 
t~ \ w has a 1-factor FI which includes the edge ao2, but contains no edge incident 
with ol. 
The graph ((~ \ w) \ F 1 has five vertices, a, b, c, d, ol, of maximum degree 6 and 
six vertices of degree 5. The vertex b is the only vertex of maximum degree to which 
02 is now adjacent. Therefore, by Lemma 6, the graphs (t~ \ w)\Fl and 
((~ \ {02, W}) \ F 1 have the same Class. 
The graph (G \ {o2, w}) \ FI has order 10 and maximum degree 6. If it is Class 
2, then it contains a critical subgraph with the same maximum degree. By Lemma 
11, such a critical subgraph must have order 7 or 9 and have 19 or 25 edges, respec- 
tively. The graph (G \ (o2, w) \ F l however has 25 edges, so it clearly cannot con- 
tain such a critical subgraph of order 9, and it is easy to see that it also cannot 
contain such a critical subgraph of order 7. Therefore t~ \ { 02, w} is Class 1, and 
so G \ w is Class 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. This is no more than an immediate corollary of Theorem 1, 
since/(3,3 is Class 1. 
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